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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Baby and child-specific sun care benefits from the recovery of travel and tourism
Natural, added-value brands make retail value share gains
The competitive landscape intensifies with emerging brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Positive birth rate development to drive demand
Parents are unwilling to take chances on baby and child-specific skin care
Clean label and natural brands to challenge Zwitsal
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

XXL formats perform well as consumers look for value for money
Successful entry for CeraVe
Limited new product developments in bath and shower

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The outlook for bath and shower is negative
Liquid soap stabilises after pandemic turmoil
Sustainability to gain importance in bath and shower
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Return to normality with regard to social activities and events boosts colour cosmetics
Lip products recovers strongly as consumers resume pre-pandemic use
Technology- and innovation-driven new product launches

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The outlook for colour cosmetics remains positive
Shift away from mass to premium colour cosmetics
Nail polish is expected to struggle
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Deodorants in the Netherlands

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Quite stable demand despite price hikes
Deodorant sprays remains the dominant format
Players try to offer improvements to justify higher prices

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
Positive outlook driven by population growth
Some challengers may cede space to Unilever
Limited impact of new formats in deodorant creams
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**Depilatories in the Netherlands**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**
Recovery of travel boosts depilatories
Depilatories struggles to deal with external threats
Procter & Gamble leverages a wide range and strong distribution to remain the clear leader

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
Demand is set to be stable with new formulas stimulating value sales
Low growth potential may see the major players shift their focus
Retail e-commerce to develop at a slower pace in the forecast period

**CATEGORY DATA**
Table 51  -  Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2018-2023  
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**Fragrances in the Netherlands**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**
Men shift to premium fragrances
Perfumeries recover importance with the return to normality
International powerhouses use film stars to promote premium fragrances

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
Shift away from mass to premium fragrances to spur retail value sales
Economic circumstances and high prices to limit growth rates
Department stores to struggle to resist e-commerce
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Mixed retail volume sales results in hair care
Hybrid trends shape hair care
Successful launch of Andrélon Pro Nature

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The demand for more premium products is set to prove robust despite economic uncertainty
Mature standard categories are expected to find it hard to generate growth in demand
Salon professional hair care to perform well, but challenges are on the horizon
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Table 66 - Sales of Hair Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Strong retail current value sales development, but retail volume results are mixed
Young men show more interest in beauty and personal care
Unilever is active in new product launches in men's deodorants

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Mixed results anticipated in men's grooming
Men's fragrances to see the fastest growth
The competitive landscape is primed for some disruption
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Electric and manual toothbrushes perform well
Higher prices weaken the demand for denture care
Packaging redesigns and new formulas in toothpaste

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Oral care to struggle to overcome maturity
Denture care and toothpaste are likely to disappoint
Electric toothbrushes to see relatively high growth
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Skin Care in the Netherlands

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Hand care loses COVID-19 impetus
Dermocosmetics brands perform well
Concerns over the popularity of skin care products among young consumers

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Premium to outpace mass in skin care
Dermocosmetics brands to continue to push skin care
Skin care trends may lose impetus
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**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**  
Sun care performs well as travel flows increase  
Aftersun follows sun protection  
Blurring of the sun care and skin care boundaries  

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**  
Consumers to become more educated on the importance sun care  
Specialised sun protection to boost retail value growth  
Natural brands to challenge the leaders
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**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**  
Strong retail current value growth for premium beauty and personal care  
Wide range of retail value growth rates in 2023  
Premium dermocosmetics drive value sales in beauty and personal care  

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**  
Positive outlook but slower retail value growth rates  
International companies set to invest in technology and science  
Retail e-commerce to gain popularity although premium consumers still enjoy personal shopping
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Mass Beauty and Personal Care in the Netherlands

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Strong increases in average unit prices favour retail current value over volume sales
Mass brands without a clear specific benefit find the going tougher
Mass dermocosmetics drive retail value growth

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Mass beauty and personal care to see retail volume sales continue to struggle
Mass players to add premium elements in order to improve competitiveness
CeraVe set for further growth as the brand becomes better known
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